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Method of Parametric Identification of Macro Model in 
the Form of Interval Difference Operator Based  

on Data Dividing for Improving Performance of Based 
Algorithm 

Taras Dyvak 

Ternopil National Economic University, Yunosti Str. 9, 46020 Ternopil, Ukraine 

dtaras80@mail.ru 

Abstract. The paper considers the problem of parametric identification of nonlinear difference operator with interval data. 
Proposed and justified algorithm for solving this problem it use part experimental data and validating model with all 
experimental data. 

 
Keywords 
 parametrical identification, differential operator, interval. 

 

1 Introduction 
 
Recently, a particularly actual problem of minimizing contamination layer of the atmosphere harmful emissions 

vehicles. One way of solving, this problem is control pollution vehicles with appropriate compensation as a tool for 
reducing the most pollution and their negative consequences. Emissions from vehicles are the fields of concentrations of 
harmful substances. So to solve this problem, we need to find a universal method to predict the level of placement harmful 
substances fields for specific conditions in space and time. Macromodelling in the form of difference operators is often one 
way for representing the properties of such fields. Differential operator can be used to describe the fields of concentrations 
of harmful emissions vehicles. In the final case, the search parameters difference operator reduces to the solution of 
nonlinear system of algebraic equations. Currently, there are no methods which in a short time calculate system of nonlinear 
algebraic equations of large dimension. 

2 Task of parametric identification of macro model with using method based on 
data dividing 

 The research goal is to develop a method that allows for minimal time to find the parameters for difference operator for 
macromodeling fields of concentrations of harmful emissions in space and time. 
 For example process described by such differential operator: 

,...,0,0,0,,0,,0,0,...,0,0,0,0(,,, ivhvvTfkhjiv =                                                      (1)          

,)1,1,1,1,...,0,0,,1 gkhjivjv


⋅−−−−  
Ni ,...,1= , Nj ,...,1= , Nh ,...,1= , Nk ,...,1=  

where       - nonlinear equation, which set structure of differential operator;               - predicted value of concentration 
harmful emissions on point with some coordinates i,j,h on “k” moment of time;   - undefined vector  (         ) parameters 

)(•f khjiv ,,,
g
 1×m
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of differential operator. 
 For evaluation vector of parameters  of differential operator we use results of research by concentration of harmful 
substances for set values of coordinates i,j,h on “k” moment of time. 

khjiekhjivkhjiv ,,,,,,,,,
~ +=  

Ni ,...,1= , Lj ,...,1= ,      Lh ,...,1= , Lk ,...,1=     (2)  
 
where -           measured value of predicted property in point with coordinates i,j,h on “k” moment of time. On equation 2 we 
set: 

,,,,,,,...,1,,,,1,,,,1 khjikhjiekjiekhiekhje ∆≤====  

                                                  
 

 
By using model (2) and include limited by amplitude error (3), assessment of concentrations of harmful substances, 
obtained on the basis experimental data  acquired  interval representation:   
 

== +− ];[][ ,,,,,,,,, khjikhjikhji zzz )]~();~[( ,,,,,,,,,,,, khjikhjikhjikhji vv ∆+∆− ,                              (4)                
                                              
  
 Where                       -   guaranteed interval that includes the true unknown value of concentration of matter that is 
unknown vector of parameters  difference operator will evaluate the terms of the  inclusion of expectations in the 
corresponding interval of experimental data. Thus the criterion  for  obtaining estimates of parameters of  difference 
operator  will include the following: 
 

∈khjiv ,,, ];[ ,,,,,,
+−

khjikhji zz
 Ni ,...,1=∀       (5)           

                              
    
 
Then, substituting in expression (5) values            which is given by the difference operator (1) obtain the approval 
conditions of the experimental values of the modeled concentrations         
 

,...,,,...,( 0,0,0,0,,0,00,0,0,0,,, ih
T

khji vvvfz ≤−

 
+

−−−− ≤⋅ khjikhjij zgvv ,,,1,1,1,10,0,,1 ),...,


      (6)                 
,,...,1 Ni = ,,...1 Lj =  ,,...,1 Lh =  ,,...,1 Lk =  

 
 However, in practice the application of difference schemes for building macro models requires  setting   some initial 
conditions of the further application of recursive schemes to obtain predicted values of simulated values. 
 Let the initial conditions on concentration of emissions within a specified interval estimates of concentrations emissions 
in the form       
      

                   ⊆+− ];ˆ[ 0,0,0,00,0,0,0 vv 



];[ 0,0,0,00,0,0,0
+− zz ,…,  

⊆+
−−−−

−
−−−− ];ˆ[ 1,1,1,11,1,1,1 khjikhji vv 



];[ 1,1,1,11,1,1,1
+

−−−−
−

−−−− khjikhji zz
 

 
Then the predicted values for emissions based on the difference operator with the structure (1) yields the 
following expression for  
 

,...,,,...,(];[ 0,0,0,0,,0,00,0,0,0,,,,,, ih
T

khjikhji vvvfvv =+−  ,),..., 1,1,1,10,0,,1 gvv khjij




⋅−−−−  
,,...,1 Ni =  ,,...,1 Lj =  ,,...,1 Lh = Lk ,...,1=  

where 
                                   - given as initial conditions and resulting projected points 
with coordinates                             ,                                    

khjiv ,,,
~

0,,, >∆ khji

],,,;,,,[ +−
khjizkhjiz

khjiv ,,,

1,1,1,...,0,0,,1,...,0,0,0,,0,,0,0,...,0,0,0,0 −−− hjivjvivhvv
1,...,01 −=− Ni 1,...,11 −=− Lj1,...,11 −=− Lh

1,...,11 −=− Lk

,,...,1 Nh = Nk ,...,1= ,,...,1 Nj =

,,...,1 Lj =Nh ,...,1=

,,...,1 Lk =
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macro model based on interval estimation of concentrations of harmful emissions;   - vector of unknown parameters 
evaluations difference operator. 
 Under these conditions, the criterion for obtaining estimates of parameters of difference operator will include the 
following: 
 

⊆= +− ];[][ ,,,,,,,,, khjikhjikhji vvv  ][][ ,,,,,,,,,
+−= khjikhjikhji zzz

, 
,,...,0 Ni =∀ ,,...,0 Lh = Lk ,...,0=  

 
As for the interval predicted characteristics             differential  operator equation (6) should be carried out 

calculations by the rules of interval arithmetic [6], this operator is called interval difference operator. 
Substituting interval estimation given as  
Initial conditions and  calculated  equation (7) in condition (8), we get the interval system of nonlinear algebraic equations. 
 

           















⋅−−−−=−−−−

+≤⋅−−−−≤−

⊆

g])2k2,h2,j2,iv[],...,j,0,01,v[],...,i,0,0,0v[],h,00,0,v[],...,0,0,0,0v([Tf]1k1,h1,j1,iv[

,ji,zg])1k1,h1,j1,iv[],...,j,0,01,v[],..,i,0,0,0v[],h,00,0,v[],...,0,0,0,0v([Tfji,z

],...0,0,0,0[z]0,0,0,0v[















  (9) 

,,...,1 Ni = Lj ,...,1=  
The basis of computing schemes put the three-step procedure:  

1. setting the initial conditions as the initial interval approximations of discrete values predicted characteristics;  
2. setting the current evaluation  parameters vector differential operator randomly;  
3. implementation of the recurrent scheme to obtain interval evaluations of discrete predictable characteristics and 

test "quality" of the current evaluation parameters vector differential operator. This prediction will use part of 
experimental data. Other part of this data will be used for validation previous prediction.   

 
 
3 Conclusion 
 
         Actually the main objective of the study is the optimization method for determine quality of current evaluation 
parameters. It uses algorithms that are based on vector memory [1]. The main problem of existing algorithms [2,3] is that 
they all are based on using all experimental data. So, too much experimental data are hurting performance of these 
algorithms. I proposed new algorithm which are based on data dividing. The main idea of that is using some part of 
experimental data for prediction, and other – for validating quality of current evaluation parameters. As a result of 
investigations it will give best performance for solving tasks of parametrical identification. 
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